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The White Magic Book
By John Le Breton

A mysterious book, with a mysterious past, first published in 1919, like a beautiful antique teapot that’s still
in daily use, The White Magic Book serves up answers to life’s daily questions. “This book,” Farber writes
in the Introduction, “is your personal, portable shrine, twenty-four hour medium, and in it is the answer to
your every question. All you have to do is use it with sincerity and an open mind, and you will be truly
surprised and delighted to experience moments of synchronicity on a daily basis.”
The White Magic Book is like the Internet. There’s information out there to be had, and this wonderful little
book helps us access it. Although the questions and answers are written in the language of the early 20th
century, like a lovely piece of china from another era, they are as meaningful today as they were then. We
may now hear good news from far away not by post but by e-mail. But there is nothing dated about the
advice to pay attention, have a sense of humor, and finding congenial work. The White Magic Book is
simple to use: pick a question, let your finger fall to a symbol on the Table of Jupiter, and find the
corresponding answer.
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Man, the State, and War
Reading Stargate SG-1 (Reading Contemporary Television)
Inside Rhinoceros 5
Kernel Smoothing (Chapman & Hall/CRC Monographs on Statistics & Applied Probability) by Wand,
M.P., Jones, M.C. (1995) Hardcover
Ecology, Community and Lifestyle: Outline of an Ecosophy
What Every BODY is Saying: An Ex-FBI Agent’s Guide to Speed-Reading People
Setting the Scene: The Art & Evolution of Animation Layout
Revenge of the Lawn Gnomes (Classic Goosebumps #19)
Sharks and Other Predators: A Nonfiction Companion to Magic Tree House Merlin Mission #25: Shadow
of the Shark (Magic Tree House (R) Fact Tracker)
Turn to Me (The Kathleen Turner Series Book 2)
Dodge Pickups: History and Restoration Guide, 1918-1971
The Producer's Manual: All You Need to Get Pro Recordings and Mixes in the Project Studio
A Day with Wilbur Robinson
Property Management
Applied Linear Algebra
Aquarius Now: Radical Common Sense and Reclaiming Our Personal Sovereignty
An Introduction to Classical Nahuatl
Qualities of Effective Principals
The Oxford Handbook of Business History (Oxford Handbooks)
Computational Fluid Dynamics: Principles and Applications
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Sales Rank: #1539135 in Books
Published on: 2001-09-01
Original language: English
Number of items: 1
Dimensions: .56" h x 5.18" w x 7.58" l, .50 pounds
Binding: Hardcover
144 pages

editorial:
About the Author
Unfortunately we know little about Mrs. John Le Breton. She may have written other books, but we have
been unable to find them. She likely lived in England, since the book was first published there. Clearly she
was well educated in both traditional subjects and metaphysics. Her legacy in this book is both a mystery and
a revelation of the mystery of intuitive powers.
Monte Farber, with his wife Amy Zerner, is the creator of many oracles and spiritual aids, including The
Psychic Circle, Gifts of the Goddess Affirmation Cards, and many more. Together they are the authors of
Light, Laughter, and Love: Secrets of the Enchanted Couple (Red Wheel, 2002), the inspirational story of an
enchanted 30-year partnership in life and work, with ideas and advice for readers, forthcoming from Red
Wheel. They live on Long Island, NY.
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The White Magic Book by By John Le Breton Reader Review Online
A mysterious book, with a mysterious past, first published in 1919, like a beautiful antique teapot that’s still
in daily use, The White Magic Book serves up answers to life’s daily questions. “This book,” Farber writes
in the Introduction, “is your personal, portable shrine, twenty-four hour medium, and in it is the answer to
your every question. All you have to do is use it with sincerity and an open mind, and you will be truly
surprised and delighted to experience moments of synchronicity on a daily basis.”
The White Magic Book is like the Internet. There’s information out there to be had, and this wonderful little
book helps us access it. Although the questions and answers are written in the language of the early 20th
century, like a lovely piece of china from another era, they are as meaningful today as they were then. We
may now hear good news from far away not by post but by e-mail. But there is nothing dated about the
advice to pay attention, have a sense of humor, and finding congenial work. The White Magic Book is
simple to use: pick a question, let your finger fall to a symbol on the Table of Jupiter, and find the
corresponding answer.
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